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Traditional epidemiological models assume that transmission increases pro-
portionally to the density of parasites. However, empirical data frequently
contradict this assumption. General yet mechanistic models can explain
why transmission depends nonlinearly on parasite density and thereby
identify potential defensive strategies of hosts. For example, hosts could
decrease their exposure rates at higher parasite densities (via behavioural
avoidance) or decrease their per-parasite susceptibility when encountering
more parasites (e.g. via stronger immune responses). To illustrate, we
fitted mechanistic transmission models to 19 genotypes of Daphnia dentifera
hosts over gradients of the trophically acquired parasite, Metschnikowia bicus-
pidata. Exposure rate (foraging, F ) frequently decreased with parasite
density (Z ), and per-parasite susceptibility (U ) frequently decreased with
parasite encounters (F × Z ). Consequently, infection rates (F ×U × Z ) often
peaked at intermediate parasite densities. Moreover, host genotypes varied
substantially in these responses. Exposure rates remained constant for
some genotypes but decreased sensitively with parasite density for others
(up to 78%). Furthermore, genotypes with more sensitive foraging/exposure
also foraged faster in the absence of parasites (suggesting ‘fast and sensitive’
versus ‘slow and steady’ strategies). These relationships suggest that high
densities of parasites can inhibit transmission by decreasing exposure rates
and/or per-parasite susceptibility, and identify several intriguing axes for
the evolution of host defence.
1. Introduction
Transmission is a critical process for both the ecology and evolution of the
disease. In disease ecology, differences in transmission can predict variation
in the size of epidemics [1–3]. In turn, differences in transmission among host
genotypes can drive host-parasite (co)evolution [4] and the evolution of host
resistance [5]. Foundational theory for both disease ecology [6] and evolution
[7] assumes that environmental transmission is proportional to the density of
parasites in the environment. At first glance, this assumption makes sense:
more parasites should increase encounters between hosts and parasites, and
more hosts should become infected. Consequently, experiments often estimate
a constant per-host, per-parasite transmission coefficient, β. However, models
that assume constant per-host, per-parasite transmission often fit data poorly
[8–10]. In other words, transmission rarely depends linearly on parasite density
[11]. Nonlinear phenomenological functions for β with different densities of
parasites, Z (e.g. β(Z ) = βZp) enable more flexibility [12]. However, they
can still misdiagnose the ‘shape’ of transmission and lack biological meaning
[13]. By contrast, general yet mechanistic models can fit data better and enhance
biological interpretation [10,13,14]. Further developing such models could help
predict both the severity of epidemics and their evolutionary consequences.
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Box 1. Terminology.

The transmission of parasites and pathogens can be described with various terms. We summarize definitions employed for
each component of transmission here.

Exposure rate (F ) is the per-host, per-parasite rate at which a host is exposed to parasites. For directly transmitted parasites,
it can also be called ‘contact rate’, because it is the rate at which a host contacts other hosts. For environmentally trans-
mitted parasites, exposure rate is the rate at which a host ‘samples’ the environment.
Parasite encounter rate (F ×Z ) is the rate at which a host encounters parasites. For environmentally transmitted parasites, it
is the product of exposure rate (F ) and the density of parasites in the environment (Z ).
Per-parasite susceptibility (U ) is the probability that a host becomes infected, per-parasite encountered. From the parasite’s
perspective, it can be called ‘per-parasite infectivity’.
The transmission coefficient (β = F ×U ) is the per-host, per-parasite risk of infection. It is the product of exposure rate and
per-parasite susceptibility.
Infection rate (β ×Z = F ×U×Z) is the overall risk of infection per-host. For environmentally transmitted parasites,
infection rate is the product of exposure rate (F ), per-parasite susceptibility (U ) and the density of parasites in the
environment (Z ).
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General mechanistic models that partition transmission
into its key components can also delineate defensive strat-
egies of hosts. Transmission occurs when contact with
parasites subsequently leads to infection. Therefore, the trans-
mission coefficient can be partitioned into exposure (F )— the
rate at which a host is exposed to parasites—and per-parasite
susceptibility (U )—the probability of infection per-parasite
encountered (box 1) [3,10,13,15]. Importantly, exposure rate
could depend nonlinearly on parasite density (Z), and per-
parasite susceptibility could depend nonlinearly on the rate
at which a host encounters parasites (F ×Z ). Together, these
‘shapes’ of exposure and susceptibility suggest several defen-
sive strategies of hosts. For example, uniformly low exposure
rate or low per-parasite susceptibility could indicate strong
constitutive avoidance or resistance, respectively. Alterna-
tively, many hosts including mammals [16], amphibians
[17–19] and insects [20,21] can behaviourally avoid parasites
by reducing their exposure rates as the density of parasites
increases [22]. This plastic strategy is especially important
when exposure occurs via foraging because uniformly slow
foraging can be energetically costly [5,23,24]. Similarly, per-
parasite susceptibility could decrease with exposure to
more parasites if more parasites stimulate stronger immune
responses in hosts [25–29]. Thus, potential defensive strat-
egies include constitutively low exposure or susceptibility,
plastic exposure that decreases with parasite density, and
plastic per-parasite susceptibility that decreases with parasite
encounters. The importance of these strategies—and whether
different host genotypes use different ones—is less clear.

We addressed these unknowns by fitting mechanistic
transmission models to experimental data. We exposed 19
clonal genotypes of water-flea hosts (Daphnia dentifera) to a
density gradient of its fungal parasite (Metschnikowia bicuspi-
data). Hosts consume fungal spores while non-selectively
foraging [10]. We used Akaike information criterion (AIC)
to compare models with constant, linear or exponential func-
tions for both exposure (F ) and per-parasite susceptibility
(U ), fitted to each host genotype. The best model indicated
exponential changes in exposure with parasite density (Z )
and exponential changes in per-parasite susceptibility with
parasite encounters (F × Z). The combined transmission coef-
ficients (β = F ×U) declined with parasite density for most
hosts, and overall infection rate (F ×U ×Z) frequently
peaked at intermediate parasite densities. Moreover, these
responses varied significantly among host genotypes.
Among hosts, per-parasite susceptibility (U ) decreased,
remained constant or even increased with exposure to more
parasites. Foraging/exposure rate (F ) remained relatively
constant for some genotypes but decreased sensitively with
parasites density for others (up to 78%). Finally, more sensi-
tive foragers foraged faster in the absence of parasites. This
covariation suggests a spectrum of ‘fast and sensitive’ to
‘slow and steady’ foraging strategies. These genotypic differ-
ences suggest several intriguing possibilities for the evolution
of host defence with cascading ecological implications.
2. Material and methods
(a) Natural history
The host D. dentifera is a dominant grazer in midwestern lakes. It
frequently suffers epidemics of the virulent fungal parasite
M. bicuspidata [30]. Hosts are exposed when they inadvertently
consume parasite spores while non-selectively filter-feeding for
algae [10]. Consequently, the foraging rate on algae can serve
as a useful proxy for spore consumption [3,13,24,31]. Infection
occurs if spores puncture the host gut and avoid degradation
by host haemocytes [32,33]. Daphnia hosts can reproduce asexu-
ally, and different isoclonal lines (hereafter: genotypes) often vary
in key epidemiological traits like exposure (i.e. foraging rate)
and per-spore susceptibility [24,34]. Genetic differences among
parasite strains do not seem to influence infectivity [35].
(b) Combined foraging and infection assay
We conducted a combined foraging and infection assay for 19
unique host clonal genotypes over a density gradient of parasite
spores. All genotypes were chosen from existing cultures isolated
from lakes in Michigan or Indiana (USA). Cultures were main-
tained in high-hardness COMBO (artificial lake water
media) and fed high quality, laboratory-cultured algae (2.0 mg
mass l−1 d−1 Ankistrodesmus falcatus) for at least three generations
to standardize any maternal affects. All parasite spores (approx.
six-weeks-old) were reared in vivo in a separate host genotype
(excluded from the experiment). Spore densities were quantified
with a haemocytometer. Because of logistical challenges, the
experiment was conducted over three rounds. We standardized
all conditions known to affect infectivity of the parasite, includ-
ing temperature [3], host age [31], algal quality and quantity
[10], spore age [36] and host genotype, in which spores were
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Figure 1. Transmission functions fitted to three example genotypes (columns) showing a range of responses. Points (with standard errors) show data from the
assays while lines fit functions to them (table 2). Exposure F is fitted to the foraging assay (a,d,g), transmission coefficients β are fitted to the infection assay (b,e,h),
and per-parasite susceptibility U is fitted as β/F (c,f,i). For ‘Midland 252’ exposure rate does not vary with parasite density (Z ), and per-parasite susceptibility does
not vary with parasites encountered (F × Z). However, both decrease for ‘Midland 244’. ‘Bristol 10’ (shown from round 2) demonstrates decreasing exposure and
increasing per-parasite susceptibility. The best overall model includes exponential functions for both exposure and per-parasite susceptibility (thick solid blue; table 2,
model A). Also plotted: constant exposure and constant susceptibility (thin solid gold; model I), exponential exposure and constant susceptibility (dotted green;
model C), constant exposure and exponential susceptibility (dashed purple; model G). Other combinations not displayed; all genotypes are shown in the electronic
supplementary material, figures S2–S4. (Online version in colour.)
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reared [35]. To test for round effects, we repeated several geno-
types among rounds (19 unique genotypes; 27 genotype-round
combinations).

The foraging portion of the assay determined the algae—
hence parasites [10]—that were consumed by hosts across the den-
sity gradient of parasite spores. We used an algae (Ankistrodesmus
sp.) that closely resembles the shape (needle-like) and size (40–
50 µm long; 3–5 µm wide) of M. bicuspidata parasite spores.
Because Daphnia are non-selective filter-feeders, changes in fluor-
escence of this algae serve as an accurate proxy for spore
consumption (see the electronic supplementary material, figure
S1 for experimental verification). We reared cohorts of neonates
of each host genotype for five days. Then, individuals were iso-
lated in tubes (volume V = 15 ml) and fed 1.0 mg mass l−1 algae
(A). Fifteen replicates were inoculated at each of four densities
of fungal spores: Z = 0, 75, 200 or 393 spores ml−1. This highest
density is consistent with large epidemics in nature, as evidenced
by the number of spores embedded in host guts in the field versus
under these laboratory conditions [37]. Control tubes were treated
identically (i.e. contained spores) but omitted hosts. All tubes
were inverted every approximately 30 min and kept in the dark
for approximately 8 h (t). We then removed hosts and measured
in vivo fluorescence in control (ungrazed) and experimental
(grazed) tubes using a Turner Trilogy Laboratory Fluorometer.
We also measured body size (L) of each host with a dissecting
microscope and micrometer, because foraging rate is proportional
to size [10]. In the first round of the experiment, we onlymeasured
fluorescence and body size for the 0 and 393 sporesml−1 treat-
ments. Size-specific foraging rates (plotted in figure 1) were
calculated as f̂ ¼ ln (ungrazed A=grazedA)ðV=tL2Þ [38].

The infection portion of the assay determined which individ-
uals became infected. We transferred each host to a fresh 50 ml
tube daily and fed it 1.0 mg dry mass l−1 d−1 algae until death.
Infections were diagnosed visually with a dissecting microscope.
Individuals that died too early to diagnose were omitted, but this
omission did not bias our results (see the electronic



Table 1. Definitions and units of parameters.

parameter definition units

Z density of parasites in the environment parasites ml−1

F exposure function over the gradient of parasite density ml d−1

f̂ size-specific exposure (i.e. foraging) rate ml d−1 mm−2

L length (body size) of the host mm

f̂0 background size-specific exposure/foraging rate (with 0 parasites) ml d−1 mm−2

α coefficient of exposure plasticity ml parasite−1 mm−2

fmin minimum exposure (i.e. foraging) ratea ml d−1

U per-parasite susceptibility function over parasites encountered parasite−1

u per-parasite susceptibility parasite−1

u0 background per-parasite susceptibility (with 0 parasites) parasite−1

w coefficient of susceptibility plasticity days parasite−1

β per-host, per-parasite transmission coefficient ml parasite−1 d−1

aFor all genotypes, fmin = 3.6 ml d−1.
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supplementary material, appendix). Thus, the combined fora-
ging and infection assay generated three data values for each
host: fluorescence of algae, body size and infection status.
Next, we fitted mechanistic transmission models to these data
to estimate exposure rate and per-parasite susceptibility for
each genotype in each round of the experiment.

(c) Model fitting and competition
Our goal is to develop and fit general transmission models with
traits that can parametrize dynamical models of disease. Such
dynamical models provide powerful tools for delineating feed-
backs among hosts, parasites, and resources and predicting
drivers and consequences of epidemics [1,13,14]. We also present
a more traditional analysis of our data with generalized linear
models in the electronic supplementary material, appendix. All
transmission models followed a general template that coupled
changes in the density of susceptible hosts (S), infected hosts
(I ), parasite spores (Z ) and algal resources (A):

dS
dt

¼ �FUSZ, ð2:1Þ
dI
dt

¼ FUSZ, ð2:2Þ
dZ
dt

¼ �FðSþ IÞZ, ð2:3Þ
dA
dt

¼ �FðSþ IÞA, ð2:4Þ

where F and U describe functions for exposure rate and
per-parasite susceptibility, respectively. Thus, F ×U= β (box 1),
where β is the per-parasite transmission coefficient from
traditional epidemiological models [6,7].

We considered constant, linear and exponential variations of
exposure (F ) over the gradient of parasite density (Z ) combined
with constant, linear and exponential variations of susceptibility
(U ) per-parasite encountered (parameters defined in table 1;
models lettered A–I in table 2). For models with constant
exposure, a single parameter ð f̂Þ described the size-corrected
foraging rate of each genotype, regardless of parasite density.
When exposure could change linearly or exponentially with
parasite density, we fitted two exposure parameters: size-
corrected background exposure/foraging rate (f̂0; without any
parasites) and a size-specific coefficient of exposure plasticity
(α). Decreasing exposure rate (negative α) would suggest behav-
ioural avoidance as parasite density increases. A third parameter
described a minimum exposure/foraging rate ( fmin), which could
indicate a minimum threshold of feeding needed for host survi-
val (set to a constant for all genotypes based on empirical data:
fmin = 3.6 ml d−1; see the electronic supplementary material,
appendix). In parallel, models with constant susceptibility
included a single parameter (u) describing the per-parasite risk
of infection. Models where susceptibility could change required
two parameters: background per-parasite susceptibility (u0; with-
out parasites) and a coefficient of susceptibility plasticity (w).
Decreasing per-parasite susceptibility (negative w) could reflect
immune function that is strongly stimulated by encounters with
parasites [26,27,29] or parasite antagonism within hosts [9].
Increasing per-parasite susceptibility (positive w) could reflect
easily overwhelmed immune function or parasite synergism [9].

We fitted each transmission model (models A–I; equations
(2.1)–(2.4) with each combination of F andU in table 2) usingmaxi-
mum likelihood and the bbmle package in R [39,40]. We fitted
different parameters for each genotype in each round of the exper-
iment. Three additional models (J–L) used the best F and U
functions but grouped data in strategic combinations. First, we
fitted a single set of parameters for each genotype, grouping
rounds together if the genotype was repeated, to evaluate the con-
sistency of genotypic responses across rounds (model J). Second,
we fitted a single set of parameters for each round, grouping all
genotypes together within each round, to evaluate any systematic
differences in round (model K). Third, we fitted a single set of five
parameters for all data grouped together, across all genotypes and
rounds (model L). The likelihood function incorporated fluor-
escence of experimental and control tubes (i.e. foraging: A),
infection status of hosts (I ) and body size of each host (L).We simu-
lated numeric solutions to equations (2.1–2.4) using the deSolve
package [41]. Starting conditions and time of the simulations mir-
rored the assay. We assumed normally distributed residuals of the
log-transformed fluorescence data [38] and binomially distributed
infection data (see the electronic supplementary material, appen-
dix). After fitting, we summed the log-likelihoods across all
genotypes to calculate overall AIC scores for eachmodel.We ident-
ified the best overall model via model competition [42] and
bootstrapped confidence intervals (10 000 bootstraps stratified by
levels of parasite density) around its parameters.

The best model indicated exponential exposure (F ) and expo-
nential susceptibility (U ) fitted independently to each genotype
in each round (model A; see Results). We plot its fit for all host
genotypes from all rounds of the experiment, contrasted against



Table 2. AIC table for competing models. (exp., exponential; lin., linear; con., constant; g × r , genotype by round combination.)

model
ID

transmission
function
(β = F × U )

fit to
each F (ml d−1) U (parasite−1)

number of
parameters ΔAICa

Akaike
weight,
wAIC
b

A exp. F; exp. U g × r max [ f̂ 0 L2 exp(a Z L2), fmin] u0 exp(w Z F) 135 0 0.862

B exp. F; lin. U g × r max [ f̂ 0 L2 exp(a Z L2), fmin] u0 (1þ w Z F) 135 4 0.131

C exp. F; con. U g × r max [ f̂ 0 L2 exp(a Z L2), fmin] u 108 9 7.5 × 10−3

D lin. F; exp. U g × r max [ f̂ 0 L2 (1þ a Z L2), fmin] u0 exp(w Z F) 135 22 1.8 × 10−5

E lin. F; lin. U g × r max [ f̂ 0 L2 (1þ a Z L2), fmin] u0 (1þ w Z F) 135 26 2.1 × 10−6

F lin. F; con. U g × r max [ f̂ 0 L2 (1þ a Z L2), fmin] u 108 33 6.6 × 10−8

J exp. F; exp. U genotype max [ f̂ 0 L2 exp(a Z L2), fmin] u0 exp(w Z F) 95 191 2.5 × 10−46

K exp. F; exp. U round max [ f̂ 0 L2 exp(a Z L2), fmin] u0 exp(w Z F) 12 405 8.3 × 10−89

L exp. F; exp. U all data max [ f̂ 0 L2 exp(a Z L2), fmin] u0 exp(w Z F) 5 539 8.1 × 10−118

G con. F; exp. U g × r f̂ L2 u0 exp(w Z F) 108 548 9.4 × 10−120

H con. F; lin. U g × r f̂ L2 u0 (1þ w Z F) 108 553 7.4 × 10−121

I con. F; con. U g × r f̂ L2 u 81 597 2.1 × 10−130

aFor the winning model, AIC =−241 and ΔAIC = 0. The other models are sorted by increasing ΔAIC. Generally, ΔAIC > 10 indicates poor model performance.
bAkaike weights (wAIC) indicate the probability of a given model being best among those considered.
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three poorer models: constant F and constant U (model I); expo-
nential F and constant U (model C); constant F and exponential U
(model G; electronic supplementary material, figures S2–S4).
These contrasts demonstrate the importance of nonlinearities in
both exposure rate and per-parasite susceptibility. We highlight
three genotypes that illustrate the range of responses (figure 1).
We also plot all of the fitted genotypic reaction norms for
exposure (F ), per-parasite susceptibility (U ), the transmission
coefficient (β = F ×U) and overall infection rate (F ×U × Z;
figure 2).
(d) Correlations among genotypes
We explored all pairwise correlations of parameters from the best
model. We used rank-order Spearman correlation tests, given no
a priori expectation of linear relationships. Although the best
model fitted a separate set of parameters for each genotype in
each round (model A), we used one set of parameters per geno-
type for this analysis to avoid pseudoreplication. Because some
genotypes were repeated among rounds, the 19 unique geno-
types could be combined in 144 different ways (i.e. using
parameters from different combinations of rounds). We report
the median observed Spearman correlation of these 144 possible
combinations for each relationship (rho

eobs; more details in the
electronic supplementary material, appendix). For example, we
asked whether foraging in the absence of parasites ð f̂0Þ correlated
with the plasticity of exposure/foraging at higher parasite den-
sities (α). Importantly, such correlations could suggest
covarying biological traits or statistical properties of the model,
because intercepts (e.g. f̂0) and slopes (e.g. α) can covary nega-
tively by chance [43]. Therefore, we randomized the data
(fluorescence data sampled with replacement from all geno-
types and parasite densities; infections sampled with
replacement from all treatments with Z > 0), re-fitted the
model to 19 arbitrary ‘genotypes’, and recalculated Spearman
correlations 10 000 times. We obtained p-values by asking how
frequently the randomized correlations (with median rho

erand)
were more extreme than the observed correlations ðrho

eobsÞ. If
an observed correlation was more extreme than 95% of ran-
domized correlations ( p < 0.05), we interpreted it
biologically. If it was consistent with the randomized corre-
lations ( p > 0.05), we interpreted it as a statistical property of
the model.
3. Results
(a) Model competition
The winning model required exponential exposure/
foraging (F ) with parasite density (Z ) and exponential
per-parasite susceptibility (U ) with parasites encountered
(F × Z) for each genotype in each round of the experiment
(table 2). This model (model A) had a high probability of
being best among the models evaluated (Akaike weight,
wAIC = 0.862). The second ranking model—exponential F
and linear U—was worse but still fitted reasonably well
(model B; wAIC = 0.131). These two models dominated all
others. Thus, F needed to be an exponential function of
Z, and U also needed to be a function of F × Z (either expo-
nential or linear). The models assuming exponential
exposure but constant susceptibility (the third-ranking
model; model C; wAIC = 7.5 × 10−3) and exponential
per-parasite susceptibility but constant exposure (the tenth-
ranking model; model G; wAIC = 9.4 × 10−120) performed very
poorly. The traditional transmission model—constant
exposure and constant per-parasite susceptibility—was even
worse, despite requiring fewer parameters (81 versus 135
parameters; model I; wAIC = 2.1 × 10−130).

The three grouping models (models J, K and L) indicated
that transmission varied among host genotypes and rounds
of the experiment. The model that grouped the repeated
genotypes across rounds fitted poorly (model J; wAIC = 2.5 ×
10−42). Thus, despite the efforts to standardize, genotypes
varied in their responses across rounds (graphically depicted
in the electronic supplementary material, figure S6). These
varied responses could indicate individual heterogeneities
[44] but seem beyond the scope of the current analysis.
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‘Round’ by itself explained extremely little variation in the
responses of exposure and per-parasite susceptibility to para-
site density (model K; wAIC = 8.3 × 10−89). Finally, the model
that grouped all data together—even with exponential
exposure and susceptibility—was even worse, despite
requiring only five parameters (model L; wAIC = 8.1 × 10−118).
(b) Genotypic responses
Genotypes exhibited striking differences in their plastic
exposure rates (F ) and per-parasite susceptibility (U ). Back-
ground (Z = 0) size-specific exposure rate ð f̂0Þ varied
threefold from fast (high f̂0) to slow (low f̂0). For some geno-
types, exposure rate remained constant with Z (α≈ 0,
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‘steady’), and for others, it decreased up to 78% at the highest
parasite density (α < 0, ‘sensitive’). Background per-parasite
susceptibility (u0) varied over four orders of magnitude,
with some genotypes much more susceptible (high u0) and
others much more resistant (low u0). Finally, per-parasite sus-
ceptibility decreased (w < 0), remained constant (w≈ 0) or
even increased steeply with parasite encounters (w > 0).

Three genotypes illustrate this broad range of outcomes
(figure 1). First, ‘Midland 252’ (left column) more or less
fits the assumption of constant per-parasite transmission
from traditional disease models. Its foraging/exposure rate
remains roughly constant (α≈ 0: ‘steady’ foraging) over
the gradient of parasite density, Z (figure 1a). Its infection
prevalence plateaus (figure 1b), and its fitted function for
per-parasite susceptibility (U= β/F ) also remains relatively
constant (w≈ 0; figure 1c). However, for ‘Midland 244’
(middle column), exposure rate declines (α < 0; ‘sensitive’ fora-
ging figure 1d ). Moreover, its infection prevalence suggests a
concave-down relationship, peaking at the second-lowest
density of parasites (figure 1e). Its per-parasite susceptibility
also decreases (w < 0; figure 1f ), which contributes to the
concave-down shape of infection prevalence (figure 1e).
‘Bristol 10’ (right column; shown from round 2) also illustrates
sensitive exposure/foraging (α < 0; figure 1g). However, its
infection prevalence accelerates with more parasites (figure
1h). Consequently, its per-parasite susceptibility increases
steeply with more parasite encounters (w > 0; figure 1i). This
steeply increasing susceptibility (figure 1i) overwhelms
the decreasing exposure (figure 1g) to yield accelerating
prevalence with higher parasite density (figure 1h).

Plasticity in exposure and per-parasite susceptibility
resulted in highly nonlinear—even non-monotonic—trans-
mission over the gradient of parasite density (figure 2d ).
The genotypic reaction norms for exposure (F, figure 2a)
and per-parasite susceptibility (U; figure 2b) both crossed
each other frequently over the gradients of parasite density
in the environment (Z ) and rate of encountering parasites
(F ×Z), respectively. In other words, no single genotype con-
sistently demonstrated ‘highest’ F or ‘highest’ U. Instead,
their rank-order depended on the density of parasites. Trans-
mission coefficients (β, where β = F ×U) decreased for most
genotypes with Z (figure 2c). At low parasite densities, trans-
mission coefficients varied substantially. However,
transmission coefficients became universally small and less vari-
able at higher parasite densities. Consequently, overall infection
rates (F ×U×Z) frequently peaked non-monotonically at
intermediate parasite density (figure 2d).
(c) Correlations among genotypes
We detected one biological correlation and one statistical
relationship between parameters from the best model
(figure 3). First, faster foraging in the absence of parasites cor-
related strongly with more sensitive decreases in exposure
rate at higher parasite densities (figure 3a). Thus, exposure/
foraging varied from slow and steady (small f̂0, α near 0) to
fast and sensitive (large f̂0, negative α). This correlation was
more extreme than 95% of randomized correlations ( p =
0.038) and therefore probably reflects covarying biological
traits. The two plasticity parameters—plasticity of exposure
(α) and susceptibility (w)—were not strongly correlated
(figure 3b; p = 0.76). Background (Z = 0) exposure rate and
per-parasite susceptibility were also not strongly correlated
(figure 3c; p = 0.084). The intercept (u0) and slope (w) of
per-parasite susceptibility (U ) covaried strongly and nega-
tively (figure 3d ). However, this relationship seems
statistical, as most of the randomizations produced similarly
strong negative correlations between u0 and w ( p = 0.74).
Finally, the last two pairs of parameters (α versus u0 and w
versus f̂0) were not strongly correlated (electronic
supplementary material, figure S5).
4. Discussion
Ecology and evolution need more powerful, mechanistic
models for the transmission of parasites [14]. A traditional
simplifying assumption envisions transmission as pro-
portional to parasite density [6,7], yet, models with this
assumption often fit data poorly [8–12], and the quest for
powerful alternatives remains. General mechanistic models
can simultaneously fit better [13] and delineate defensive
strategies of hosts [21,31]. For example, hosts might decrease
their exposure rates at higher densities of parasites (via
behavioural avoidance). Other hosts might decrease their
per-parasite susceptibility with more parasite encounters
(e.g. via immune stimulation). Here, we explored both possi-
bilities by fitting general, mechanistic models to 19 Daphnia
host genotypes exposed to parasitic Metschnikowia spores.
Exposure rate (F ) frequently declined with parasite density
(Z), and per-parasite susceptibility (U ) frequently declined
with parasite encounters (F × Z). Transmission coefficients
(β = F ×U) declined for most hosts, and overall infection
rates (F ×U × Z) often peaked at intermediate densities of
the parasite. Critically, these responses varied and covaried
dramatically among host genotypes. Exposure rate was rela-
tively constant for some genotypes but decreased
sensitively—up to 78%—for others. More sensitive fora-
ging/exposure correlated with faster foraging in the
absence of parasites (suggesting ‘fast and sensitive’ versus
‘slow and steady’ strategies). Per-parasite susceptibility
varied over several orders of magnitude and could increase
or decrease with exposure to more parasites. These relation-
ships suggest several intriguing possibilities for the
evolution of host defence.

Infection rates often decline with parasite density [11].
Here, mechanistic models showed how exposure and/or sus-
ceptibility could cause this decline [14]. The winning model
allowed plasticity of both exposure rate and per-parasite sus-
ceptibility. Given this flexibility, it outperformed all
alternatives. How generally applicable is this view of trans-
mission? Exposure rates commonly decrease with higher
parasite density. This form of sickness behaviour [22] or para-
site avoidance behaviour [45] is common across mammal
[16], amphibian [17–19] and insect hosts [20,21]. The ‘shape’
of per-parasite susceptibility with increasing parasite encoun-
ters is less well known (e.g. [9]). Our results could point to
within-host dynamics and immune function. For example,
exposure to parasites can stimulate rapid immune function
in invertebrates [25,46–48], and intestinal parasites can stimu-
late immune function in mammals [28,29]. However, rapid
immune responses are rarely delineated across gradients of
parasite encounter rates (but see [26,27,49]). Thus, plasticity in
exposure with parasite density (here, α) arises commonly
among diverse hosts, but plasticity in per-parasite susceptibility
(w) remains an open area of research.
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Covariation in foraging/exposure (F ) among genotypes
suggested a spectrum of ‘fast and sensitive’ to ‘slow and
steady’ foraging strategies. Depending on host genotype,
exposure rate declined up to 78% with parasite density or
remained relatively constant. Plasticity of exposure also
varies among family lines of gypsy moths, with only some
families lowering their exposure rates at higher densities of
parasites [21]. Thus, parasite avoidance behaviour may be a
general, heritable trait that could undergo natural selection
during epidemics. In addition to varying among genotypes
here, exposure plasticity (α) also significantly covaried with
background foraging/exposure rate ð f̂0Þ. The ‘fast and sensi-
tive’ strategy could allow hosts to acquire resources when
parasites are rare but mitigate exposure if parasites become
too common. However, the evolutionary coexistence of
‘slow and steady’ foraging suggests that detection of para-
sites may be costly (e.g. risk of infection before detection).
Delineating the costs and benefits of these strategies would
probably require a closer inspection of the impacts of
resources and infection on host fitness [22,50]. Such evolution
could also have cascading ecological consequences [45],
especially when exposure is linked to foraging. For example,
if host populations evolve fast and sensitive foraging/
exposure, then high densities of parasites could release
resources from top-down control by strongly reducing
hosts’ per capita consumption of resources: a trait-mediated
trophic cascade driven by parasites. This intersection of
evolution, ecology and behaviour promises exciting frontiers.

Among genotypes, per-parasite susceptibility (U )
declined, remained constant, or even increased with parasite
encounters. These shapes might reflect multiple lines of
defence in host immune function. For example, background
per-parasite susceptibility (u0) could reflect constitutive
defence, whereas susceptibility plasticity (w) could reflect
an induced defence [29,32,33]. Here, low background suscep-
tibility (u0) was associated with steep increases in per-parasite
susceptibility with more parasite encounters (positive w).
This correlation was probably statistical, but it is also consist-
ent with a trade-off between constitutive and induced
defence [49,51]. More specialized data, e.g. host immune
function across gradients of parasite encounter rates
[26,27,37], may be necessary to understand such genotypic
differences and parametrize even more mechanistic trans-
mission models that include immune function.
Nevertheless, if exposure is linked to foraging [1,10,23] and
immune function is energetically costly [51,52], these
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correlations paint a complicated picture for the evolution of
host defence [22]. If parasite avoidance behaviour reduces
resource acquisition, resource limitation might starve
immune function. Alternatively, stronger immune function
fuelled by more resources could obviate the need to avoid
parasites. These fascinating potential trade-offs emerge at
the intersection of consumer-resource dynamics, behavioural
ecology and eco-immunology [22].

Predicting evolutionary changes in host populations
during epidemics remains challenging, especially when
exposure is linked to foraging [5,53]. For example, small epi-
demics can select for increases in transmission coefficients (β =
F ×U) if such adaptations allow hosts to acquire more
resources (larger F ) [5]. Here, transmission (F ×U × Z)
peaked for different genotypes at different densities of the
parasite. Thus, parasite-mediated selection could vary over
the course of epidemics, as the density of parasites in the
environment waxes and wanes. Moreover, the results here
suggest a broad range of defensive strategies that could
evolve, including plastic exposure rate (F ) and per-parasite
susceptibility (U ). Natural selection among these strategies
should depend on trade-offs linking resource acquisition,
detection of parasites and immune function [5,22,31,50,54].
Fascinating eco-evolutionary feedbacks seem likely to
emerge, because all of these costs and benefits depend on
the density of parasites in the environment, and the density
of parasites should likewise depend on traits of evolving
host populations. It should be noted that the genotypic
responses here arose from individually exposed hosts. It
remains to be seen whether such trait variation scales to
population, where evolution occurs (but see [2,53]). Other
dynamics could also arise at the population level, including
feedbacks that hinge on the density of hosts. For example,
high host density can decrease per-host infection rates [13],
and virulent infections can depress host density [6]. Dynami-
cal models—parametrized with the defensive strategies
suggested here—will be required to explore such complex
eco-evolutionary dynamics.

Exposure rates that vary plastically with parasite density
and per-parasite susceptibility that varies plastically with
parasite encounters matter for both ecology and evolution.
Here, high densities of parasites actually inhibited trans-
mission through decreases in both components of the
transmission. Both of these mechanisms probably constrain
the size of epidemics. Moreover, host genotypes differed
strikingly in their responses, suggesting several intriguing
directions and constraints for the evolution of host defence.
We hope that these mechanistic insights into transmission
across gradients of parasite density will help advance
theory for both the ecology and evolution of disease.
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